[Histopathological examination of transurethral electrovaporization of the prostate].
Transurethral electrovaporization of the prostate (TVP) has been devised to eliminate prostatic tissue by electric vaporization and to create a dry coagulation layer beneath to minimize bleeding from the site of TVP. However, vaporization induces degeneration due to thermal coagulation deep in the tissue beneath the vaporized layer, and local tissue damage is thus greater than that caused by the standard transurethral resection of prostate (TURP) loop. Since this results in difficulty with histopathological examination, the percentages of tissue-diagnosable area were determined in sections resected using various vaporization electrodes (Roller Loop, Band & Wedge Loop). The percentage of tissue-diagnosable area was 92.0 +/- 3.3% with the standard TUR loop, 2.4 +/- 0.9% with the Roller Loop, 42.7 +/- 21.1% with the Band Loop, and 39.7 +/- 24.4% with the Wedge Loop. Concerning speed of resection, the best vaporization effect was obtained when the speed of operation was 1/2 or 1/3 that with the standard TUR loop. Since the region in which tissue diagnosis was smaller with the vaporization electrode than with standard TURP, more careful examination was required for diagnosis of incidental cancers. Therefore, postoperative observation by PSA measurement appeared to be important.